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The Penn State College of Engineering has grown over its 125-plus-year history into the largest college at the University and one of the largest engineering colleges in the nation, ranked among the best for education and research and united in the common purpose of inspiring change and impacting tomorrow.

The college is strategically focused on growing a pervasive, welcoming, and inclusive culture and climate. Engineering graduate students are part of a community that is created and sustained by individuals from all backgrounds around the world, each bringing their own unique perspectives, experiences, and passions.

Committed to helping students engineer what’s next, the college delivers more than 40 programs that span 20-plus engineering disciplines, with multiple program types and delivery formats.

Master of science and doctoral offerings prepare students for research-focused roles in academia, industry, government, and other sectors. Graduate students in these programs are integral to an engineering research enterprise with more than $180 million in annual expenditures. Residential and online master and doctor of engineering programs – along with graduate certificate offerings – help graduate students gain technical and professional skills to enhance marketability to employers and accelerate career growth as part of a global engineering alumni network.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE COLLEGE (http://www.engr.psu.edu)

Accreditation

All College of Engineering baccalaureate majors at University Park, with the exception of Computer Science, are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Commission of ABET, Inc (http://www.abet.org).